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Costs at heart of emergency shelter
eligibility debate

JOHN BLANDING/GLOBE STAFF/FILE

Homeless people waited to be admitted to the Boston Night Center last January.

By Joshua Miller GLOB E S TAFF J UN E 1 9 , 201 6

Advocates call it one of the state’s cruelest requirements. Before some poor
homeless families can qualify for taxpayerfunded shelter and motel rooms, they
must spend a night in a place “unfit for human habitation” — such as an emergency
room, park bench, or campground — to be legally homeless in the eyes of the state.
To change that, the state Senate quietly passed a measure last month dropping the
mandate. Supporters say the move would cost the state little in added caseload —
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19 thousand dollars a year — and would spare parents and children

from havingComments
to endure a night of hardship to satisfy a bureaucratic checklist.
But officials in the administration of Governor Charlie Baker say the change would
cost the state an added $41 million annually and mean hundreds more families per
month would enter the system, already seen as the nation’s most generous.
The emotional debate over whether to expand eligibility is playing out behind
closed doors at the State House. Negotiators for the Senate, which backs the
change, and the House, which doesn’t, are tangling over the final wording of
Massachusetts’ $39.5 billion spending plan.
In a twist, not all advocates for the homeless support dropping the controversial
hardship requirement. Some say the adjustment would needlessly expand
Massachusetts’ emergency shelter program, leading to more and more families
being placed in lastresort hotels and motels at taxpayer expense.
“This change may be well intentioned, but what we’ve learned, of course, is that
good intentions often lead to unintended consequences for the people to whom we
are extending our largesse,” said Philip Mangano, a longtime advocate for the
homeless who worked for the administrations of George W. Bush and Barack
Obama. “So, some tell us, let’s put moms and kids in motels for just a day or two.
But the reality is they’re there for months and months, isolating them from social
capital including faith communities, their families, and often their support
systems.”
Mangano continued: “In our rush to be dogooders, we do longterm bad for these
moms and children.”
But at its core, this is a debate more about money than morals.
The average state cost to put a family in emergency shelter is $117 per night. And
proponents say expanding eligibility would, at most, mean a few hundred more
families spend a single additional night or weekend on the taxpayers’ dime, for a
total cost of perhaps $300,000.
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But, according
to the Baker administration estimate, the policy proposal would
Comments
mean 200 additional families would enter emergency housing per month that
otherwise would not have been eligible for a statefunded room, costing taxpayers
an additional $41 million annually. Administration officials said the estimate is
based on their expectation of increased demand, but didn’t provide details.
Which of the vastly different projections is closer to reality is hard to know, experts
say, because it depends on how many families seek the state’s help.
The House’s coolness to the proposal — as well as the Baker administration’s —
comes as lawmakers are grappling with a budget deficit projected to be significant.
In the fiscal year that ends on June 30, the state is projected to spend almost $200
million on housing for homeless families, and tens of millions of dollars more on a
program that provides up to $8,000 to help pay for rent, utilities, and other
expenses so families can stay in their homes, or defray the costs of staying with a
friend or relative.
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A homeless shelter in downtown Boston.
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With the state facing what could be a $750 million shortfall in the new fiscal year,
expanding the emergency housing program could be a big reach.
Kelly Turley of the Massachusetts Coalition for the Homeless said the change
would have a profound impact on hundreds of families.
From last July through April, she said citing state data, more than 500 families
stayed in a place unfit for human habitation for at least one night before entering
taxpayerfunded shelter.
“This change would benefit children and families who are already experiencing
homelessness — often seeking help when they can no longer double up with
another family in untenable situations. They’re just not homeless enough by the
administration’s standards to get help,” Turley said.
Massachusetts is the country’s only righttoshelter state. When eligible families —
those whose incomes are close to or below the federal poverty level — can show
they are homeless because of domestic violence, natural disaster, nofault eviction,
or health and safety risks, the state is mandated to provide housing. That can take
the form of a room in a shelter or, if there aren’t any left, a hotel or motel.
On Friday night, there were 485 families in taxpayerfunded hotels and motels, and
3,326 in taxpayerfunded shelters.
Baker, who took office in January 2015, has pledged to end the practice of sending
families to hotels and motels by the end of his first term. And the number of
families in such accommodations has dropped significantly since then, from 1,500
to less than 500.
Advocates, lawmakers, and the governor broadly agree that hotels and motels are
often a terribly inadequate option for housing families. That type of lodging
frequently separates families from the social support of relatives and friends,
familiar schools, a clean place for children to play, easy access to public
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transportation,
and
kitchen equipment such as a refrigerator and stove.

So some advocates
Commentsare of two minds about further expanding eligibility, which
would almost certainly lead to the number of mothers, fathers, and kids in motels
rising, without solving the underlying problem of too few affordable apartments for
people who are just barely scraping by financially.
“Expanding eligibility doesn’t solve the larger crisis,” said Libby Hayes, executive
director of Homes for Families, a nonprofit.
“The last thing that we want is for motel numbers to go up,” she said, “but we don’t
want families to be sleeping in ERs or on the street either.”
Joshua Miller can be reached at joshua.miller@globe.com. Follow him on Twitter @jm_bos.
Click here to subscribe to his weekday email update on politics.
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HardRains 06/19/16 09:10 PM
Bigger government and higher taxes will solve this problem. Always does.

unblogger 06/20/16 07:20 AM
It's a start.

Antietem 06/19/16 09:28 PM
The state should not be encouraging parents to take kids to a homeless shelter for
a night. These can be scary places. And, how do you document that you and your
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user_4427381 06/20/16 06:47 AM
The hospital, organization providing shelter or the police write a letter
stating that the family is staying in a place unfit for human habitation.

daisy1 06/20/16 08:27 AM
or in a car or at a campground. There must be some criteria that
realistically factors into eligibility. I like that they are filtering the
needy out of hotels/motels. That was a bad idea that never worked
well, but perhaps Hotels/motels can be considered an alternative for
sheltering.

torioski 06/19/16 09:33 PM
How about having non profit institutions like colleges, hospitals and churches
pay property taxes and then having that money go for providing housing and
shelter for people. Places like Harvard, the Catholic Church and Partners Health
Care are nonprofit by structure only...they have plenty of resources and could be
paying their fair share.

olderlady 06/20/16 07:38 AM
Most downtown churches, besides keeping up historical buildings that
draw tourists to the city and are often used by the broader nonprofit
community, do plenty for all kinds of people. Lucky you if you've never
been down and out enough to learn firsthand what they do. Otherwise
you'd you'd be grateful for it.

RoslindaleMom 06/19/16 09:42 PM
Has Mangano ever spent a night in his car with his kids? He worked for Obama
for 100 days ... Just until the administration got around to getting rid of him.
Let's be real about this guys agenda  it's W's.
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jshore 06/20/16 09:05 AM
Mangano said. "isolating them from social capital including faith
communities, their families, and often their support systems.”
Exactly RoslindaleMom! It's as if Mangano wants to punish and teach
the homeless a lesson! If these homeless families had alternative
"support systems" they would have already used them. As a Boston
Teacher, I see the longterm trauma homelessness causes to children.
We can do better in Massachusetts!

PL 06/20/16 12:14 AM
Good for the Senate, one night in a lousy hotel still beats sleeping on the street.
Baker's "do more with less" is not based on reality.

salemreader 06/20/16 07:41 AM
Neither is the governor.

DaleOrlando 06/20/16 07:53 AM
For the same $41 million, we could be doing this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pc0HaWUHCO8
and we could be doing this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_6BWKgbrHw
But let's not rush into putting people on a path to independence.
I like the idea of financing it through a mandatory fund from the "tax exempt
nonprofits" . They should be sponsoring Community First tiny homes anyway
based upon their missions and the savings to the taxpayersbetween Emergency
Rooms and jails, the chronic homeless, including families that are intermittently
homeless, need better solutions than what we offer now.

daisy1
06/20/16 08:33 AM
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What a great project, but why aren't more of the affecting working it?
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michaelanncb 06/20/16 08:02 AM
Being a "right to shelter" state does not mean that every homeless family is
sheltered more than 50% are turned away because they don't fit into existing
categories. Noneligible families include those who have low incomes often
working families who gradually fall behind on their rent and are evicted. In
order for an evicted family to be eligible, it has to be "for no fault of their own"
and being poor doesn't count. Yet these families are no less homeless.
Sending homeless families to the emergency room for a night risks the
intervention of the Dept. of Families and Children. And Emergency room
personnel are often unwilling to provide a family with needed documentation.
The root of homelessness is lack of affordable housing and wellpaying jobs.
Massachusetts is 6th of 50 states in income inequality; Boston has the third most
costly rental market in the country. We won't solve homelessness until we solve
the housing crisis.
In the meantime, we've simply got to shelter these families. From a fiscal point of
view, the hidden costs of homelessness to the commonwealth exceed the cost of
sheltering physical and mental health issues, DCF involvement, and kids who
lose out on education, to name a few. From a human point of view, is there really
any question about what we should do?

hmmmm100 06/20/16 08:20 AM
Spending the night at an ER is no way cheaper than 1 night at a motel

kilted FF 06/20/16 08:24 AM
baker is showing that he's a real 'compassionate conservative', he sees there is a
problem, feels bad about it (compassion) won't spend a dine to help
(conservative)
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Chaya37
06/20/16 08:31 AM
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Right to shelter should be done on a federal level. We might just be picking up the
slack from our deadbeat neighboring states.

jazzmetoo 06/20/16 08:55 AM
So what to do?
For sure we need to build more affordable housing.
For sure the folks that work need to make a living wage.
For sure we'll have to tax in order to spend.

KatherineBennett 06/20/16 09:09 AM
When important programs like Homestart have their funding denied, the reality
is that there is more need for emergency shelter almost immediately. I'm the first
to agree that emergency shelter options are toxic for children and must be used as
a last resort, but as realistic paths for lower income families to achieve/hold onto
permanent housing disappear, more families fall into a cycle of homelessness.
This is the unintended consequence of the sort of "fiscal responsibility" that leads
to greater costs down the line. Why? Cutting resources for this vulnerable
population causes family units to deteriorate further, learning/behavior problems
in children are exacerbated, and stable employment is nearly impossible without
permanent housing. Emergency housing is not the final answer, but is a
necessary harm reduction reality that needs to be properly funded to avoid
calamity that costs the taxpayers far more than whatever funds are saved in the
short term.
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One of the few clues in a marker’s mystery: ‘Where Shute fell’

364K

One of the few clues in a marker’s mystery: ‘Where Shute fell’
The phrase appears on a weathered, granite monument and has baffled locals for
Comments

nearly two centuries.
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Easing a patient’s pain — even without proof it works
DanaFarber has taken the unusual step of offering free foot reflexology, reiki, and
acupuncture during chemotherapy treatments.

MORE...

Strict opioids laws hit chronic pain suﬀerers hard
“I feel so trapped when I look at my bottle and see six pills left,” said Jon Rodis,
57, who has a painful genetic condition.

MORE...

Man accused of hate crime after Revere Beach hammer attack
Police say the incident, which allegedly targeted AfricanAmerican and Hispanic
victims, began after the suspect took a football from a child.

MORE...

How hard is it to give away a halfmillion dollars?
Twentyfive people or businesses have $500,000 or more that’s been waiting for
them — in many cases for years — in a state account.

MORE...

Anton Yelchin, 27, ’Star Trek’ actor known for versatility
Mr. Yelchin was killed by his car as it rolled backward down his driveway.

MORE...

In terror cases, high standard for probable cause
Analysts say the Orlando shooter’s case demonstrates the difficulty investigators
face in determining and thwarting a true threat.
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Widespread
rail cancellations strand hundreds

A combination of issues and events led to a staffing shortage Sunday.
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Failed IndyCar event may result in a race to court
Fans and vendors have formed a line to get their money back, but the money is
missing.

MORE...

New claims in Hopkinton school abuse cases
Two former middle school students are suing the town, saying that they were sexually abused
by a former teacher.

MORE...

As more gardens sprout, schools ﬁnd new way to reach students
With more than 200 gardens at Mass. public schools, they are increasingly seen
as multifaceted learning pods.

MORE...

Who’s missing millions of dollars in assets?
Officials have no idea who owns at least $434 million worth of unclaimed
property.

MORE...

American Airlines ﬂight diverted to JFK after departing Logan
The Miamibound plane experienced a mechanical problem with one of its
engines.

MORE...

Legislation may force utilities to ﬁx gas leaks quicker
Some of the thousands of leaks in Massachusetts that utility companies consider
safe could be explosive.
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New rules onComments
opioid prescribing
Four policies have converged to change way the opioids are prescribed in Massachusetts and in
the nation.

MORE...

Mattapan residents shaken after fatal shooting
A 31yearold man was killed outside a cookout Saturday night, and a second
victim was injured in the incident.

MORE...

Time for a long day of sunshine
Get those shorts and sunscreen ready: The summer solstice is here.

MORE...

‘Jesus’s wife’ papyrus likely fake, scholar says
A Harvard professor now concedes a tiny swatch of papyrus is probably a
forgery.

MORE...

Fast Forward: Record refugees, symbolic gun votes
A new morning report to help you get ready for the day.
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